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Abstract

Resumen

Keywords

Palabras clave

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) has proven to be useful
for representing both individual and collective mental
models. Their capacity to be aggregated from individual
FCM makes them suitable as a technique to assist in
group decision making. For problems such as the analysis
of complex systems and decision making usually is necessary a consensus process, to enable the group to achieve
a state of mutual agreement among its members. In this
paper a model for consensus processes in mental models
using FCM and linguistic 2-tuple model as a form of
causal knowledge representation is presented. The model
includes automatic search mechanisms for conflict areas
and recommendations to the experts to bring closer their
preferences. An illustrative example that corroborates the
applicability of the model is described.

Consensus; mental models; fuzzy cognitive maps; computing with words; Brooks’ law

Los mapas cognitivos difusos (MCD) han resultado útiles
para la representación de modelos mentales individuales
y colectivos. Su capacidad para ser agregados y construir
MCD grupales a partir de MCD individuales, los hace
apropiados como técnica en la toma de decisiones en grupo. Para problemas como el análisis de sistemas complejos
y la toma de decisiones, usualmente se hace necesario
un proceso de consenso que permita lograr en el grupo
un estado de acuerdo mutuo entre sus miembros. En el
presente trabajo se desarrolla un modelo para procesos de
consenso en modelos mentales usando MCD como forma
de representación del conocimiento causal y las 2-tuplas
lingüísticas para representar la incertidumbre. El modelo
incluye mecanismos automáticos de búsqueda de las áreas
en conflicto y de recomendación a los expertos para acercar
sus valoraciones. Se describe un ejemplo ilustrativo que
permite corroborar la aplicabilidad de la propuesta.

Consenso; modelos mentales; mapas cognitivos difusos;
computación con palabras, ley de Brooks
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1. Introduction
The development and evolution of individual and collective mental models
is important for continuous learning in intelligent organizations [1]. Mental
models are used in multicriteria decision support, knowledge management [2],
learning and assessment of complex systems knowledge among other areas [3].
Mental models are personal, internal representations of external reality that
people use to interact with the world. Its development is based on personal
experiences and perceptions. Mental models are dynamical cognitive structures
useful for causal knowledge elicitation and analysis [4]. Beside these facts,
humans have limitation for representing the world around them. Consequently,
mental models are uncompleted representation of reality [5] making necessary
the development of collective mental models.
Cognitive maps, proposed by [6], have been used as a visual representation
of mental models [7]. Nodes represent concept or variables in a domain. Arcs
indicate positive or negative causal connections. Cognitive mapping lacks representation of uncertainty in causal relation, an important factor in complex
systems modeling [8].
Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM) [9] extends cognitive maps with fuzzy values
in (-1,1) or linguistic values to indicate the strength of causal relations, usually
elicited from experts [10], [11]. FCM can be aggregated in collective causal
models making this technique very attractive for group decision making and
multi-experts modeling of complex systems [12], [13].
Group decision support and complex systems modeling makes recommendable
to develop a consensus process [14]-[16]. Consensus is defined as a state of agreement among members of a group. A consensus reaching process is an iterative
process comprising several rounds where the experts adapt their preferences [15].
Despite the fact that FCM application have been growing in different domains, specially in the last decade, there is still some limitations that affect
further applicability of this technique [11]. One of them is the applicability to
mental model modeling and analysis for decision support. Some of the main
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drawbacks in this area are the lack of consensus models and the interpretability
by experts. Causal relations are frequently represented using numerical values
instead of linguistic terms. This last option is more natural for eliciting and
analyzing knowledge from experts [17].
There are some reported methods for generating consensus FCM, mainly for decision support [18]-[21]. The Delphi method [22] and a proposal from Bryson [14]
are the main options. As measures of the consensus process quality, the reduction
in the number or rounds and participants satisfaction have been identified. In this
work we identify the following limitations in the consensus process applied to FCM:
• Lack of conflict areas identification of the causal relations that each expert
should modify.
• Lack of automatic advice generation to help individual in causal knowledge
variation in order to improve the agreement.
The aim of this work is to develop a new model of consensus reaching in
mental models using FCM for representing causal knowledge and the linguistic
2-tuple model for representing causality strength, including areas of conflicts
searching and automatic advice generation.
The outline of this paper is as follows: Materials and Methods section is dedicated
to consensus process, fuzzy cognitive maps and 2-tuple linguistic representation
model for computing with words (CWW). The new model for consensus in mental
models elicitation using FCM is presented in Section 3. A case study is shown in
section 4. The paper closes with concluding remarks and discussion of future work.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Consensus Process
Many group decision making activities involve individuals with different mental
models. Through iteration and debate, members try to conciliate diverse positions. Cognitive consensus is defined as the similarity between members of a
group about a key subjects in discussion [23].
Consensus is an active area of research in areas such as group decision making and learning [1], [24]. A consensus reaching process is defined as a dynamic
and iterative process composed by several rounds where the experts express,
discuss, and modify their opinions [15]. The process is generally supervised
by a moderator (Figure 1), who helps the experts to make their point of view
closer to each others.
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Figure 1. Phases of the consensus process supervised by the moderator

Source: author's own presentation

A frequent approach to consensus modeling involves the aggregation of
preferences and the computing of individual differences with that value. In
each round the moderator helps to make closer the opinions with discussions
and advices to experts [14].
A consensus previous to group decision making allows the discussion and
change of preferences helping to reach a state of agreement satisfying participants. Consensual points of view obtained from this process provide a stable
base for decisions [24].

2.2. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
A fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) [4] is a cognitive map that incorporates ideas from
fuzzy logic. FCM are fuzzy graphs structures that represent causal knowledge [25].
The matrix representation of FCM allows to made causal inferences. In numerical FCM there are three possible types of causal relations between nodes
represented in the matrix:
• Wij < 0, which indicates negative causality between nodes Ci and Cj. The increase (decrease) in the value of Ci leads to the decrease (increase) in the value of Cj.
• Wij > 0, which indicates positive causality between nodes Ci and Cj. The increase
(decrease) in the value of Ci leads to the increase (decrease) in the value of Cj.
• Wij = 0, which indicates no relationship between nodes Ci and Cj.
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Due to their simplicity and usefulness, FCM have been applied to many
diverse areas. Decision support and complex systems analysis are areas of active
applications [26]. Moreover multiples extensions have been developed such as fuzzy
grey cognitive maps [27], interval fuzzy cognitive maps [28], intuitionistic
fuzzy cognitive maps [29] and linguistic 2-tuple fuzzy cognitive maps [30].
An important activity in group decision making is the development of collective models. FCM aggregation makes easy the development of collective causal
models [31]. Despite the previous fact, the presence of human errors and outliers in causal relation affect the reliability of the aggregated models [12], [32].
The development of consensus reaching process previous to the aggregation is
a way to reduce these limitations.

2.3. 2-Tuple linguistic representation model for CWW
The linguistic representation model based in 2-tuples defines a set of transformation functions for linguistic 2-tuple in order to carry out the CWW process
without loss of information [33]. This model has many advantages for dealing with linguistic information making easy the elicitation of preferences and
knowledge from experts [34].
Definition 1. [35] Being b ∈ [0, g] a value that represents the result of a
symbolic operation in the interval of granularity of the linguistic terms set
S = {S0, ..., Sg}. The symbolic translation is a numerical value assessed in (-0.5,
0.5) that supports the difference of information between a counting of information b assessed in the interval of granularity [0,g] of the term set S and the closest
value in {0, ..., g} which indicates the index of the closest linguistic term in S.
The 2-tuple linguistic representation model defines a set of transformation functions between numeric values to facilitate linguistic computational
processes.
Definition 2. [35] The 2-tuple that expresses the equivalent information to
b is obtained with the function : ∆ [0, g] → S × (–0.5, 0.5) given by.
 s , i = round ( β )
∆ ( β ) = ( si , α ) , with  i
 α = β − i,

(1)

where round is the usual rounding operation, si has the closest index label to si
and a is the value of the symbolic translation.
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We note that ∆ function is bijective [35] and ∆–1 [0, g] → S × (–0.5, 0.5)
is defined by:
∆–1 (si, a) = i + a

(2)

Then the 2-tuples of S × (− 0.5, 0.5) will be identified with numerical
values in the interval [0, g].

3. Consensus process in mental model
In this section a scheme of the proposed consensus model is presented (Figure 2).
Its phases in conjunction with the mathematical model are described in detail
below. This model is inspired in notions of consensus reaching under linguistic
preferences [15], [36].
Figure 2. Consensus model schem

Gathering parameters

Eliciting mental
models
Computing
consensus degree

cg < m
and
# round <= MAXROUND
Advice generation
Source: author's own presentation:
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1. Gathering parameters: The experts are selected, the granularity of the linguistic term set and the scope of the mental model are defined. Parameters
are gathered for controlling the consensus process: consensus threshold m ∈
[0,1] and MAXROUND ∈  to limit the maximum number of discussion
rounds. Acceptability threshold ε ≥ 0, to allow a margin of acceptability for
prevents generating unnecessary recommendations is also gathered.
2. Eliciting mental models: for each expert his/her mental model is gathered
using the linguistic term set chosen for expressing causality. The weight from
concept Ci to concept Cj given by expert k is represented my means of the
2-tuple linguistic model as follows:
wijk = ( su , α )ij
k

(3)

3. Computing consensus degree: The degree of collective agreement is computed
in [0,1]. For each causal relation its corresponding b value (which will be
denoted as βijk) is computed as follows:

βijk = ∆ −1 ( su , α )ij = u
k

being D–1 the transformation function shown in (2).
For each pair of experts ek, et, (k < t), a similarity matrix
smijkt ∈[ 0,1], is computed:
kt
ij

sm = 1 −

(4)

(

SM kt smijkt

)

n×n

,

βijk − βijk
g

(5)

A consensus matrix CM = (cmij )n× n is obtained by aggregating similarity values:
cmij = OAG1 (SIMij)

(6)

where OAG1 is an aggregation operator, SIM ij = {smij12 ,..., smij1m ,..., smij(m −1)m } represents all pairs of experts’ similarities in their opinion on causal relation
between (Ci, Cj) and cmij is the degree of consensus achieved by the group in
their opinion on causal relation between (Ci, Cj).
Consensus degrees cni on each concept Ci, are computed as:
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∑
=

n
j =1, j ≠ i

cmij
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(7)

n −1

Finally, an overall consensus degree is computed:

∑
cg =

n
i =1

cn j

(8)

n

4. Consensus Control: Consensus degree cg is compared with the consensus
threshold (m). If cg ≥ m, the consensus process ends; otherwise, the process
requires additional discussion. The number of rounds is compared with parameter MAXROUND to limit the maximum number of discussion rounds.
5. Advice generation: When cg < m, experts must modify the causal relations
to make their mental model closer to each other and increase the consensus
degree in the following round. Advice generation begin computing a con×n
llective FCM W c = ( wijc ) , wijc ∈ S × ( −0.5, 0.5). This collective mental model
is computed aggregating each experts’ mental model:
k
1
m
wijc = ( su , α )ij = OAG2 ( su , α )ij ,..., ( su , α )ij 



(9)

where u ∈ S and OAG2 is a 2-tuple aggregation operator.
After that, a proximity matrix (PPk) between each one of the ek experts and
Wc is obtained. Proximity values, ppijk ∈[0,1] are computed as follows:
k
ij

pp = 1

βijk − βijc
g

(10)

being βijc = ∆ −1 ( s, α )ijc .
Afterwards, causal relations to change (CC) are identified. Causal relation
between concepts Ci and Cj with consensus degree under the defined (m) are
identified:

{

CC = wijc | cmij < µ

}

(11)
Later, based on CC, those experts who should change causal relations are
identified. To compute an average proximity ppijA, proximity measures are
aggregate.
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(

ppijA = OAG2 ppij1 ,..., ppijm

)

(12)

where OAG2 is a 2-tuple aggregation operator.
Experts ek whose ppijk < ppijA are advised to modify their causal relation wijk.
Finally, direction rules are checked to suggest the direction of changes proposed. Threshold ε ≥ 0 is established to prevent generating an excessive
number of unnecessary advice.
DR 1: If βijk − βijc < −ε then ek should increase his/her the value of causal
relation wij.
DR 2: If βijk − βijc > ε then ek should decrease his/her the value of causal relation
wij.
DR 3: If −ε ≤ βijk − βij c ≤ ε then ek should not modify his/her the value of causal
relation wij.

4. Results
A case study is presented based on the Brooks´ law that states “…adding manpower to a late software project makes it later…” [37]. The mental model used
in this case is intended to provide solutions when adding people to a software
project is ineffective.
In this case study three experts E = {e1 , e , e3 } ( n = 3) are inquired about their
mental model. A linguistic term sets with cardinality 9 is used to provide causal
relations (Table 1).
Table 1. Linguistic term set
No

Label

Triangular fuzzy numbers

S0

Negatively very very high (NVVH)

(-1,-1,-0,75)

S1

Negatively high (NH)

(-1,-0.75,-0,50)

S2

Negatively medium (NM)

(-0,75,-0.50,-0,25)

S3

Negatively low (NL)

(-0,50,-0.25, 0,0)

S4

Zero (Z)

(-0,25,0.0,0,25)

S5

Positively low (PL)

(0,0,0,25,0,50)

S6

Positively media (PM)

(0,25,0,50,0,75)

S7

Positively high (PH)

(0,50,0,75,1)

S8

Positively very very high (PVVH)

(0,75,1,1)

Source: author's own presentation:
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The scope of the mental model is defined by five concepts C = (C1,..., C5)
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Mental model nodes
Node

Description

A

New personnel

B

Experienced personnel

C

Time

D

Quality

E

Effort

Source: author's own presentation:

Parameters used in this case study are shown in Table 3. We apply the linguistic 2-tuple average operator [35] across this case study.
Table 3. Parameters defined
Consensus threshold

m = 0,9

Maximum number of discussion rounds

MAXROUND = 10

Acceptability threshold

ε=2

Source:

Initially, the experts provide the following linguistic causal relations.
 S4
S
 4
1
W =  S4
S
 4
 S
4
 S4
S
 4
3
W =  S4
S
 4
 S
4

S4
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4

S8
S0
S4
S4
S7
S7
S0
S4

S0
S8
S4
S4
S4
S1
S7
S7

S4
S4

S7
S7

S4
S4

S8 
S0 

S7 
S4 

S 4 
S7 
S7 

S4 
S4 

S 4 

 S4
S
 4
2
W =  S4
S
 4
 S
4

S4
S4
S4
S4
S4

S8
S1
S4
S4
S7

S2
S8
S4
S4
S4

S0 
S0 

S7 
S4 

S 4 
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First round
The consensus matrix CM is obtained by aggregating similarity values (6)
and is computed according to (8).
1
1

CM = 1
1

1

1 0,92 0,83 0,33
1 0,92 0,92 0, 42

1
1
0, 75 0, 75
1 0, 75
1
1 

1 0, 75 0, 75
1 

Consensus degrees cni on each concept are computed: (cn1 = 0,77, cn2 = 0,81,
cn3 = 0,88, cn4 = 0,94 cn5 = 0,88) and consensus degree cg=0,85.
Because cg = 0,85 < m = 0,9 the advice generation is activated.
After that causal relation to change (CC) are identified (11).
CC = {wij | cmij < 0,9} = {w14, w15, w25, w34, w35, w43, w53, w54}
Average proximity for this value (12) is computed as follows:
pp14A = 0,92, pp15A = 0,58, pp25A = 9, 61, pp34A = 0,83,
pp35A = 0,83, pp43A = 0,83, pp53A = 0,83, pp54A = 0,83

Proximity values for each expert in causal relations {w14, w15, w25, w34, w35,
w43, w53, w54} is as follows:
1
1
1
 pp14
= 0,88, pp15
= 0, 63, pp125 = 0, 71, pp34
= 0,88,
 1

1
1
1
 pp35 = 0,88, pp43 = 0,88, pp53 = 0, 75, pp54 = 0, 75 
2
3
 pp142 = 0,88, pp152 = 0,38, pp25
= 0, 71, pp34
= 0,88,
 3

3
3
3
= 0,88, pp53
= 0,88, pp54
= 0,88 
 pp35 = 0,88, pp43
3
3
 pp143 = 1, pp153 = 0, 75, pp25
= 0, 42, pp34
= 0, 75, 
 3

3
3
3
= 0, 75, pp43
= 0, 75, pp53
= 0,88, pp54
= 0,88
 pp35

The sets of preferences to change ( ppijk < ppijA ) are:
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{w

1
14

1
1
3
3
3
3
, w53
, w54
, w142 , w152 , w25
, w34
, w35
, w43

185

}

According to rule DR1, the experts are required to increase the following
relations:

{w

1
53

3
, w152 , w35

}

According to rule DR2, the experts are required to decrease the following
relations:

{w

1
54

3
3
3
, w25
, w34
, w43

}

And according to rule DR3 this relations should not be changed:

{w

1
14

, w142

}

Second Round
According to the previous advices, the experts implemented changes, and
the new elicited mental model are:
 S 4 S 4 S8 S 0 S8 
 S 4 S 4 S8 S 2 S 7 
S S S S S 
S S S S S 
4
4
0
8
0
4
1
8
0


 4

1
2
W =  S 4 S 4 S 4 S 4 S7 
W =  S 4 S 4 S 4 S 4 S7 
S S S S S 
S S S S S 
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
 4

 4

 S S S S S 
 S S S S S 
4
4
7
6
4
4
4
7
4
4
 S 4 S 4 S7 S1 S7 
S S S S S 
4
0
7
1
 4

2
W =  S 4 S 4 S 4 S1 S7 
S S S S S 
4
1
4
4
 4

 S S S S S 
4
4
7
4
4
Because cg = 0,93 > m = 0,9 the desired level of consensus is achieved.
The case study showed the applicability of the consensus model proposed.
The experts found that FCM offers great flexibility for representing mental
models. The interpretability of the 2-tuple linguistic representation model is
another strength perceived. Additionally, the resulting collective mental model
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can be useful for future decision support and knowledge management in software engineering.

Conclusions
FCM are a useful representation of individual and collective mental models. Additionally their uses as decision support tool have proved to be useful. Despite
this facts consensus process for group decision making based on FCM have received relatively little attention and the proposals lack some basic components.
In this paper a new model for consensus reaching using FCM and mental
model representation is proposed. The linguistic 2-tuples representation model
is used for representing causal relations and to develop CWW process. The
proposal includes advice generation for identifying causal relation to change
and suggest the direction of changes.
A case study applied to the modeling of the Brooks’ law showed the applicability of the proposal. As future research we intend to develop a software tool
and the use of multiple linguistic scales.
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